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I
ASCENSION CHAIR
The Gift of the ‘Atomic Accelerator’
Leader:
The ascension chair resides in the Royal Teton Retreat, as well as in the Great Divine Director’s retreat in India.
It was also used on Atlantis…. There are replicas elsewhere.… The I AM Temple supposedly has a replica in
downtown Chicago. Ascended Master Daniel Rayborn released a dispensation for a one-percent radiation of the
atomic accelerator to be anchored in a chair at a conference in Washington DC in 1963.
In 1968, Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus secured a dispensation upon which this ritual is based. They told us,
“three-percent of the energy of the atomic accelerator can be given permanently to every lifestream who has
made the call and has the faith. And we are going to invoke it in the very chair in which you sit so that the power
of that flame will pass up through your flesh form, through your finer vehicles and enter into your consciousness,
so long as you keep the Covenant of Asha [which is the Zoroastrian commitment to live in righteousness and
purity].…”

II
CONSECRATION PRAYER
For the Dedication of Your Ascension Chair
Leader:
If possible, set aside a chair that is used only during your meditations and invocations. Ask the Ascended Masters
to establish a focus of their sacred hearts within the forcefield that your ascension chair resides. Consecrate this
chair and its surrounding forcefield by the momentum of your heart flame as a focus of the atomic accelerator
used by the ascended masters in their retreats. This chair can be anointed with Holy Oil or Rosewater. Also,
crystals or gems stones can be placed on it….
Let us pray for this consecration of your chair… together:

We call to the ascended masters who guard the light of purity in the twelve altars of Lemuria. We
call for the full-gathered momentum of the ascension flame of all who have ascended from this
evolution.
We call for the great white light of the Ancient of Days, LORD Sanat Kumara, Lady Venus. We bow
before their mighty threefold majestic light of purity and the Father Purity and the Son Purity and the
Holy Ghost and purity in the Mother flame of the ascension.
Today we come before you, to dedicate to your lasting service this chair, that we desire to be
consecrated in service to the Light, consecrated for our return home through the path of the
ascension. Let this chair be blessed and dedicated to purity so we might be drawn ever more deeply
into your presence.
In the name of the light to whose purpose we have come, we renew our dedication upon the altar
of God, and vow to keep the covenant of Asha, the covenant of purity, from this day forward.
Blessed Father, we praise and glorify your name, I AM THAT I AM. Amen.
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III
THE PETITON―TO THE ANCIENT OF DAYS
Invoking the Dispensation of 3% of the Energy of the Atomic Accelerator
Leader:
We will now petition Sanat Kumara for this energy of the atomic accelerator. For your future use of this
dispensation, the bolded paragraph can be used DAILY to reactivate this gift in your consecrated chair, if you so
desire. Let us invoke this sacred opportunity, one that we ought NOT take lightly or forget…. Together:

In the name I AM THAT I AM, I invoke the tangible presence of the Ancient of Days, the Seven Holy
Kumaras, Mighty Victory, Archangel Gabriel, God and Goddess Meru, Holy Justinius, the Great Divine
Director, Saint Germain, Godfre, Serapis Bey, Amen Bey, Ascended Lady Master Clara Louise, Lady
Kristine, Leto, Alexander Gaylord, Daniel Rayborn, Rex and Nada, Bob and Pearl, Lord Maha Chohan,
Zarathustra, the Great Karmic Board, Guru Ma, Lanello, and all great beings, powers and legions of Light.
Beloved Sanat Kumara and Lady Master Venus, under the direction of my Holy Christ Self,
reactivate your dispensation and the full 100% release of your Light that was delivered by the
Messengers of the Great White Brotherhood, Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, on July 6,
1968, at the Freedom Class held at La Tourelle in Colorado Springs, whereby three-percent of the
energy of the atomic accelerator was given permanently to every lifestream who has made the call
and has the faith. Sanat Kumara, release the energy now into our chairs! Let the power of the flame
surge through us as the purifying flame, the movement of the sacred fire. I call to my own beloved
God Presence I AM in me for this dispensation to be activated within my world today.
Beloved God Presence, I AM in me, do Thou for me all that this moment permits. Raise now the
vibratory rate of the atoms and atomic structure of my body to the highest level I AM able to receive.
Release me from the drag of the senses and the pull of my karma from times past, and from the mass
effluvia of mankind currently released into the atmosphere. Do Thou this thing for me!
Pass through my physical form the power of the Sacred Fire that was held of old in the hearts of
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego. I AM refired in the kiln of the Mind of God—truly reborn in body,
soul and spirit, in mind and heart, truly reborn in that rebirth that is the key to the expansion of the
light and the teaching of the Ascended Masters.
Raise the vibratory action of my atoms and electrons by the power of the Universal Christ! Pass
now the threefold flame through this room from the sacred urn upon Venus!
Amplify the power ray to do the will of God! Step it up.
Amplify the illumination ray to know the will of God! Step it up.
Amplify the love ray to be the love of God! Step it up.
In the name of Sanat Kumara, Threefold Flame, arise, pulsate and spin with the frequency of the
ascension flame!
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Let the ascension flame spiral through the atoms, cells, and molecules of sheath upon sheath of
my outer and inner consciousness! Prepare me for the ritual of consummate love whereby my soul is
wed to Spirit in the ascension.
Praise the LORD I AM THAT I AM for this grace of the Lord whereby our words and works are
stepped up! up! up! beyond the earthly orbit and laws of atomic weight, density, and gravitation, until
my soul is ‘free floating’ in the octaves of Spirit.
Release the resurgent energies of Christ-accomplishment to be magnified! Direct a beam of lightsubstance to pass through the chair in which I am sitting. Anchor this light-substance in this chair and
energize it for the space of one hour for the action of the 3% of radiation from the atomic accelerator.
Pass the flame through this very chair in which I sit so that the power of that flame will pass up
through my flesh form, through my finer vehicles and enter into my consciousness! Give me a release
from the subtleties of mortal thought and feeling! Permit me to comprehend the reality of my God-tie—
not only now but for all time to come—so long as I shall not break the Covenant of Asha, of Purity.
I vow to keep this covenant that proceeds from my heart to the heart of God as a blazing pathway
of light that saith unto the Father:
Not my will but thine be done! I am thy child, O God. I walk here below as a pilgrim. I seek to
manifest thy love wherever I may go. There is no stain or permanent pain or aught that nips in the bud
the manifestation of thyself and thy transcendent love. Through all time and space, I move to see thy
radiant form. Thy being is a flash of love and in me it is born. Be reborn, O Love of God! Be born again!
Sanat Kumara, ready the grids. Ready the triad and place the forcefield. I still now my mind. I think
no longer of the self and its outer affiliations, nor of any sense of struggle, any feeling of shadow or
darkness. All is light! Beloved Sanat Kumara, enter this chamber and begin to increase the light of the
spiritual power of God within these rooms!
Light, increase! (4x)
Light! (40x)
Light, increase! (7x)
Sanat Kumara, release the energy now into my chair! Let the power of the flame surge through us
as the purifying flame, the movement of the sacred fire. As an eraser passes across the board and
removes from that board the forms drawn thereupon, causing the chalk to enter into the eraser, so let
me now magnetize and draw from the spinal altar all dark substance that requires transmutation.
Saint Germain, increase this action now by the violet transmuting flame! Turn on more of the
violet transmuting flame and pour it through!
It is done! (3x)
Light, increase! (4x)
Light! (40x)
Light, increase! (4x)
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Angels of infinite love, pour thy substance through my flesh form! Wash, cleanse, and remove the
shadows! Flame of illumination from the God and Goddess Meru at Lake Titicaca, blaze through our
minds the purifying power of the violet transmuting flame—violet and gold!
Violet and gold, increase! (7x)
Let the substance of the divine essence flow over the pia mater and the dura mater!
Angels of the Sacred Fire, place thy hands, now, upon the heads of receptive individuals and let
this flow now remove the cause, effect, record and memory of all fear and fear substance, shadow and
resistance to the acceptance of the perfection and purity of the Law.
Raise up the evolutions of our earth. Reach down into their human consciousness with all of its
density, with all of its suffocating conditions, and put their feet firmly on the path of the ascension,
their road home to God.
I AM the law of Love performing an act of eternal life for the children of men.
I AM the law of Life performing this service for the children of men.
I AM the law of Love performing this service for the children of men.
I AM the law of Wisdom performing this service for the children of men.
Angels of the sacred fire, bear these tidings of great joy to all people throughout the world in the
holy name of freedom.
Let this action be sealed in the ruby cross and the flame of the Ruby Buddha. Amen.

IV
A GUIDED MEDITATION AND VISUALIZATION
An Encounter with the Ascension Flame
~ [Optional Section] ~

Leader
The Masters have told us that we will not ascend in an earthly body but in a glorified spiritual body… changed in
the twinkling of eye, by total immersion in the great God flame. Now… we prepare for the ritual of consummate
love, for that future time and date known by your I AM Presence, whereby your soul is wed to Spirit in the actual
ascension.
Close your eyes… begin to meditate on this great God flame… take a deep breath, slowly inhaling and
purposefully exhaling… centering in that secret place, the cathedral in your heart… see the golden Light of the
atomic accelerator surrounding you… its pulsating Light begins to increase in intensity, in vibrational
frequency… and you begin, in a very real way, to experience your own frequency, the vibrational rate of your
four lower bodies, being stepped up by the atomic accelerator… you can feel the quickening… you watch the
ascension flame spiral through atoms, cells, and molecules of sheath upon sheath of your outer and inner
consciousness… feel it raising your energy gradually, transforming the impurities in your physical body as they
are thrown off and consumed by the ascension flame.
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Now… feel, see the metamorphosis taking place… See your flesh begin to appear perfectly transparent…. See the
blood in your veins change to liquid golden light…. See your throat chakra glow with an intense blue-white
light…. See your eyes, no matter what color they currently are, become a beautiful pale violet.... See the spiritual
eye in the center of your forehead become an elongated God flame rising upward…. Watch as the long hair of the
Higher Mental Body, your Holy Christ Self, appears as pure gold on your head….
Feel deeply… this most marvelous radiant energy surge in and through you, sweeping away every vestige of
resistance and imperfection, and quickening your consciousness… Sense a new equilibrium in the brain structure,
giving you perfect balance in the mental and emotional activities of your being…
Step outside of yourself for a moment… witness your entire appearance merge with the white light, as you become
clothed in a white robe—the seamless garment of the Christ.
As the atomic accelerator continues the ramping up of our energies… You start to feel a very different
relationship to gravity… you become aware of a state of weightlessness. Lighter and lighter grows your physical
form, and with the weightlessness of helium, you perceive your body rising into the atmosphere....
The energies of the accelerator continue to whirl and whirl, whirling at such a high frequency… that in an
instant, there It is… standing before you… your Mighty I AM Presence…. In all its visible, tangible, and very,
real glory!
Experience oneness with your I AM Presence… as your physical body is drawn into and enveloped by your
glorious God-Self, until, all of a sudden, you realize how transcendent you have become. The old human with its
limited activities of consciousness exist no more… you are raised into that alert sense of freedom, and unlimited
use of wisdom and power.... you are now in union with highest level of cosmic existence.
What an immensity… Perceive the Great Silence in all dimensions of universal being…. You gain new awareness
of regions of the cosmos which up to that moment you had not even conceived of….
As your field of consciousness expands, feel the wonderful kinship with minds and hearts, a reunion with those
ascended from whom you have long been absence.... Without even a thought you feel the presence of Lanello,
Guru Ma, El Morya, Saint Germain, Ascended Ones from The Summit, The I AM, and many others known and
unknown…. As you continue this communion with the infinite, the desire may come upon you… that you might
want to know more of the Ascended Masters who have so lovingly ministered to you… If this is the case, then
desire it in your heart, now…. And you see instantly, one after another of these great Masters standing before
you….
It is so amazing that without a word being spoken, they convey their names and thoughts to you….
Words seem insignificant now… and most likely will never describe the marvels of this experience... and, maybe,
for the first time in your life, you are beginning to know, to experience the real meaning of life eternal, life
everlasting….
You now know, understand in this instant… that nothing in this world could compare to the ascension.
You are Brahman… Brahman thou art… Tat Tvam Asi…
Say it with me:
TAT TVAM ASI (5x)
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… [pause]…
As our experiment comes to an end, and the atomic accelerator winds down…. The light within the chair
gradually disappears, and the room and forcefield around you is again as usual…
Your hair gradually returns to its natural color…. However, your face retains its radiant and youthful look…
Your eyes shine with a brilliance as never before…. You retain a certain portion of the sacred fire that is yours to
hold onto as long as you remain in purity….
… [pause]…

V
THE SEALING OF THE ENERGIES
Praise the LORD I AM THAT I AM Sanat Kumara!
Leader:
Let us invoke the presence of the Holy Kumaras to seal us and our earth… Together:

LORD Sanat Kumara, seal thy Spirit in my heart, as I stand in the earth, ready as a receptacle, as the
feminine polarity, ready for the descent of the light of the Almighty, even my own Individualized I AM
Presence.
Release the Great Sphere of Universal Being, the seven rings of light of the Causal Body of the Allness
of God until Its Radiance comes through my flesh, illumines everything I contact, and keeps me
eternally sustained! Inflame my spinal altar with the fire of Thy Ascension Current, that I may serve
Thee with a pure body, and please Thee with a clean heart.
I joyously accept the fullness of the Mighty God Presence - the Pure Christ.
I AM a Child of the Light - I love the Light - I serve the Light - I live in the Light - I AM protected,
illumined, supplied, sustained by the Light….
And I bless the Light.
Holy Kumaras, let every erg of energy invoked by us be sealed by God, let it be used for the
multiplication of the God consciousness, the Christ consciousness and the presence of the Holy Spirit in
all people of Light upon earth.
Praise the LORD I AM THAT I AM Sanat Kumara!
Purusha…. Amen.

*Visuals and Text taken from the words and concepts of the Ascended Masters in the Pearls of Wisdom published by Church Universal and Triumphant and the I AM Activity
published by the Saint Germain Foundation.
Compiled by Mark Myers for Spiritual Awareness Fellowship
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